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Abstract 
A model is developed for simulating the inhomogeneity of front metal fingers and its influence on the performance of mass-
produced crystalline silicon solar cells. First, it is shown by numerical device simulations that, in modern cell design, the optimal 
number of fingers will be increasingly determined by the emitter sheet resistivity and to a lesser extent by other geometries of the 
metallization (such as finger width, their cross-sectional area A, and the number of bus bars). An example from production shows 
that the relationship between finger width and the amount of screen-printing paste can be inferred from the data cloud containing 
short-circuit current and fill factor values of fabricated cells. A logistic function is introduced to fit a broad range of cross-
sectional finger shapes. With all this as input, spice simulations are preformed to elucidate the dynamics of cell efficiency in 
dependency of cross-sectional finger area A. The model for finger inhomogeneity is illustrated with a failure analysis. Then, it is 
shown that finger inhomogeneity contributes only to a small extent to the observed variations in mass production, so the metal 
fingers can be designed with considerably smaller A to save silver without causing a too large spread in efficiency. Finally, a 
desirable near-future target of A | 300 μm2 is derived from a combination of modeling and a literature collection of metallization 
data. It will not be necessary in future cell design to increase the number of fingers beyond about 155 (equivalent to a finger pitch 
of about 1 mm), regardless of the number of bus bars or of a multi-bus bar design. Comparing the simulations with the trend in 
literature data suggests that screen-printing will be the moving target in metallization for some time to come. Mainly economic 
pain due to high silver prices may favor a transition to (near) silver-free printing techniques. 
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1. Introduction 
The optimization of the front metal grid influences mainly the short-circuit current density Jsc and the fill factor 
FF of the current-voltage (IV) curve of solar cells due to the well-known offset between shading and resistive losses. 
The open-circuit voltage Voc may be influenced only in cases where the amount of recombination at the front metal 
contacts varies with grid optimization and if it contributes significantly to the total recombination losses of the cell. 
It is well known that these IV parameters may also be affected by other parts of the cell than by the front 
metallization. For example Jsc may vary in cell production due to variations in the passivation of the front surface 
[1], while FF may vary due to Si/metal contact resistivity or a variable amount of oxygen and of boron-oxygen (B-
O) recombination centers, which cause an injection-dependent and hence a voltage-dependent lifetime. In this paper, 
we only take variations due to the front metallization into account. 
A detailed paper treating inhomogeneity within the front metal grid is the recent one by Wong et al. [2], using the 
GRIDDLER model. Another paper in the awareness of the authors is Ref. [3]. In our work, the inhomogeneity of the 
front metal fingers is treated with a SPICE model, which has an IV curve from a numerical device model as input. The 
paper emphasizes on the caused distribution of Jsc and FF in mass production and on consequences on metallization 
and cell design in near future. 
 
Nomenclature 
A Cross-sectional area of a metal finger [μm2]. 
a Curvature factor used in the fitting of cross-sectional finger shapes with Eq. (1). 
F Filling factor of the finger, i.e. A divided by the rectangle spanned by the finger width and finger height. 
f Fractional parameter for quantifying variations of A relative to a fixed A0, A = fA0. 
N  Number of metal fingers on a 156×156 mm2 large cell. 
Rs.int Internal lumped series resistance of the cell [:cm2], including Si/metal contact resistance. 
Rs.seg  Resistance [:] of a finger segment represented by a resistor in the SPICE simulation. 
wmin Minimal width [μm] of metal fingers when printed with hardly any paste, as indicated in Fig. 2 
2. Optimal number of fingers 
The bases of this paper are two and three dimensional numerical simulations of the semiconductor part of 
monocrystalline silicon solar cells. The simulations are performed with the software SENTAURUS DEVICE using the 
silicon parameters of Ref. [4] including an update in the model for the Al-alloyed back surface field (BSF) [5] and 
for Auger recombination [6]. We choose an advanced cell design for standard production. Without metallization, the 
cell has a Jsc = 40 mA/cm2 due to a typical nitride antireflection coating, and the cell efficiency is adjusted to 21% 
by choosing a good selective emitter, leading to both a Voc = 640 mV and a rather high internal lumped series 
resistance Rs.int. See Fig. 1 for the simulation results in dependence of the number of front metal fingers. Rs.int varies 
mainly due to the emitter sheet resistivity, and Jsc due to a varying amount of recombination in the emitter because 
the width of its highly-doped n++ part is kept constant at 200 μm to accommodate alignment tolerances. Further 
details of the semiconductor part of the cell are irrelevant to our metallization study and are not given here. 
With adding the metallization, Jsc becomes approximately 38 mA/cm2 and cell efficiency is 20%, as is expected 
from standard cells in 2018 according to the ITRPV roadmap [7]. The fill factor reaches about 80.5% because it is 
assumed that the B-O complex in the p-type wafer is thoroughly deactivated.  
A crucial step in grid optimization is adjusting the number of metal fingers N (or equivalently the finger pitch). It 
is important to note that in advanced cell designs with a good emitter, the optimum N is mainly imposed by the high 
emitter sheet resistivity and only to a minor extent by the finger width or other metallization geometries. This has 
not been the case in cell designs with a low emitter sheet resistivity.  
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3. Variation of finger shape with the amount of printing paste 
An important input to our simulations is how the finger shape varies with the amount of screen-printing paste. Or 
more specifically, how the width w0 of the fingers depend on the cross-sectional area A. Luckily, this can be inferred 
from the Jsc and FF values of fabricated cells. Fig. 2 shows ten thousand Jsc, FF-points from a failure batch to show 
the effect boldly (in usual production, the effects are far more subtle). These values are normalized for 
confidentiality reasons. Our eyes are unable to recognize the density-distribution of such big data clouds and, 
accordingly, are unable to estimate the median value. Therefore, it is helpful to calculate a bag plot [8] using the 
software R [9] and the ‘aplpack’ package [10]. A bag plot is a two-dimensional extension of the well-known box 
plot. In box plots, the median value is the middle point of ranked data. Equivalently, the median value can be 
obtained by identifying the deepest point in ranked data, i.e. being surrounded by the highest number of ranked data 
points. The notion of ‘deepest point’ can be extended to two dimensions by the following algorithm: at each data 
point, an infinite line is attached and rotated. During the rotation, the number of other data points to the left and to 
the right of the line is counted, respectively. The minimum number is the depth, and the deepest data point is the one 
where this minimum number is largest. It is usually situated close to the separate median values of the x- and y-
components, respectively.  The width of the box in the one-dimensional box plot spans 50% of the ranked data 
situated above and below the median value, and is called the interquartile range (IQR). In the two-dimensional bag 
plot, the IQR contains 50% of the deepest data points, and is called the bag. In Fig. 2, the deepest data point is 
plotted as a cross, the 50% of deepest data points are surrounded by a closed line. 
Figure 1. The short-circuit density, cell efficiency and lumped 
resistance, simulated with SENTAURUS DEVICE, of a hypothetical cell 
expected in standard mass production in 2018. 
Figure 2. Short-circuit current and fill factor values of 10’000 cells of 
a failure batch, scaled to the deepest data point, indicated by the cross.
Color indicates cell efficiency. The 50% of deepest data points are 
surrounded by a circle. The fitting of the peripheral cells at the highest 
efficiency levels (dashed and solid line) are discussed in the text. 
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To infer how the finger shape varies with the amount of paste, it is useful to consider the peripheral points at the 
highest efficiency levels because there, all other disturbing variations than the amount of paste are minimized. 
Varying A with assuming that the width w varies proportionally to A results in the dashed line. This line is calculated 
in our case with the SPICE model, but it may be calculated without numerical simulations [11] using the analytical 
equations given in [12] and used in commonly available software such as GRID CALCULATOR [13] or GRIDMASTER 
[14]. The dashed line obviously does not follow the peripheral points. However, assuming that there is a minimal 
finger width wmin, as indicated in the inset of Fig. 2, the solid line results from the SPICE simulation and describes the 
peripheral points perfectly. This line also runs in parallel to parts of the bag. The value of wmin may be related to the 
mesh size, but we did not investigate this in more detail. 
Having wmin extracted from the fabricated data cloud, we now need to describe the dependence of the finger shape 
on A for a wide range of finger shapes other than rectangles. To do this, we adjust the logistical equation such that it 
is suitable for fitting a plethora of finger cross-sectional shapes: 
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Examples are shown in Fig. 3. The defining parameters are the obvious width w0 and height h0, but also the factor a, 
which is a measure for the curvature: the higher it is, the closer the shape is to a rectangle. Eq. (1) is suitable for most 
shapes made with various printing techniques. Even convex shapes with a tip at the top can be fitted with 1 d a < 2 
(it does not make sense to use a < 1 because the maximum h will be smaller than h0). However, we also add an 
example in Fig. 3 where Eq. (1) does not fit the measurements well. The reason in that case is slugging of the paste. 
This is an unwanted effect where a very small portion of A enlarges w significantly. Hence, we may say that Eq. (1) 
is suitable for the very most finger shapes that are desirable. This narrows down the applicability of Eq. (1) in 
contrast to the commonly used ‘filling factor’ F, which is defined as A/w0h0. While F is a more general number, Eq. 
(1) provides a functional description of the finger shape. To convert a to F, you may use the approximation  
F = –0.0002a4 + 0.0051a3 – 0.0559a2 + 0.2992a + 0.1542. Vice versa, you may guess a from F by using  
a = 759.87F4 – 1818.9F3 + 1637.4F2 – 647.11F + 95.502 (the integration of Eq. (1) yields A = h0w0(2H–1) with H as 
hypergeometrical 2F1 function [15]; the polynomials are an approximation to 2H–1 or its inverse).  
When investigating variations in A, it is advantageous to fix a certain cross-sectional area as A0, for example the 
one observed in a measurement, and to define variations via A = fA0 with a fractional parameter f. The width then 
depends on A as follows: 
Figure 3. Cross-sectional finger shapes: a screen-printed finger [16] as 
is typical in present-day manufacturing, a double printed finger [17], 
and a double printed finger with slugging. The fit function (lines), Eq. 
(1), fits the measurements (symbols) well except for slugging. 
Figure 4. Simulated cell efficiency in dependence of the homogeneous 
cross-sectional finger area A for the screen-printed finger [16] and the 
double-printed finger [17] in Fig. 3. The width of the fingers is 
calculated with Eq. (2). 
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In Fig. 3, we choose one shape from Ref. [16] as a typical representative for screen printing in today’s mass-
production (w0 | 60 μm, h0 | 20 μm, A | 800 μm2, a = 2.25). We add another shape from Ref. [17] as an example 
for double screen-printing having the same with (w0 | 60 μm, h0 | 40 μm, A | 1600 μm2, a = 3.0). 
Fig. 4 shows the simulated cell efficiency in dependence of A for the screen-printed and the double-printed 
examples of Fig. 3 (for a start, assuming homogeneous fingers). Towards too small A values, efficiency drops due to 
resistive losses, towards too high A values, efficiency drops again due to shading. The more busbars there are, the 
smaller the A with the maximum efficiency because the finger lengths is shorter, and with this the resistive losses. At 
first sight, one may think that the screen-printed finger is optimum for 5 bus bars and the double-printed finger for 3 
bus bars. However, we will see in the next section that A is usually kept smaller than optimum to save silver, and that 
this can be achieved without considerable loss in efficiency. We will therefore see that the screen-printed finger is 
optimum only for 3 bus bars and that the double-screen printed finger has a loo large A for all cases. While a large 
curvature a (obtained with double printing, stencil printing or other techniques) is desirable, more desirable is a 
small width w0. Fig. 4 also indicates that having w0 = 60 μm, cell efficiency stays the same when going from 3 to 4 
bus bars and from double-printing to single screen-printing. 
 
4. Modeling inhomogeneous fingers 
When modeling homogeneous fingers, the IV curve from the device simulation is usually fed into a spice 
simulation that contains only half a finger, because this is the irreducible simulation domain of the front 
metallization, as sketched in Fig. 5. It is usually sufficient to discretize half the finger length with about 15 resistors 
having resistance Rs.seg each; any higher number of resistors does not affect the solution significantly anymore 
(except at unreasonably high resistances). When simulating fingers that are inhomogeneous, however, the whole cell 
or at least a large part of it needs to be simulated with the SPICE model, and the number of resistors needs to be 
increased to at least 40 per half finger, so each variation in A does not extend over a too large finger segment. In our 
simulations, we take 9640 = 3840 resistors as indicated in Fig. 5. A test simulation using double as many resistors 
did not yield significantly different results.  
A histogram of A-values is transformed to a histogram of Rs.seg-values, which is then mapped randomly onto all 
finger segments. Fig. 6 shows a test simulation with a given percentage of failure segments having A = 10 μm2 
instead of 800 μm2 attributed to all other finger segments. The thousand Jsc, FF-values in each simulation shown in 
Fig. 6 scatter because the lumped resistance of the metal grid depends on the positions of each failure segment: if it 
is situated close to a bus bar, more current flows through the failure segment than if it is situated near the middle 
between two bus bars and, due to P = Rs.segI2, more power P is dissipated.  It is not surprising that if already 1% of 
segments are failures, the fill factor drops already markedly. By the way, in photoluminescence (PL) or 
electroluminescence (EL) images of such a cell, parts of the fingers would appear dark. 
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While FF is affected badly, Jsc is rather unaffected because the fingers are – apart from the few failure segments 
– homogeneous. For calculating Jsc, the various widths of the segments are accounted for, and the resulting total 
metallization area of the fingers is multiplied by the optical shading factor fopt. It is well known that fopt is smaller 
than 100% because part of the light hitting the metal fingers is either directly reflected onto the non-metallized part 
of the cell (in case of air), or reflected via the front glass interface (if the cell is encapsulated in a module). Tab. 1 
lists the measured fopt values of various finger shapes in various surroundings. We choose fopt = 42% for all 
simulations in this paper. 
 
 
     Table 1. Measured optical shading factor fopt of front metal fingers. Multiplying  
  the metallization area of the fingers with fopt yields the shading. 
Technology Cell surface Ambient fopt Ref. 
Plating Planar/textured Air 70% [18] 
Aereosol Textured Air 72% [19] 
Screen printing Textured Air 69% [19] 
     
Plating Planar Module 28% [20] 
Plating Textured Module 32% [20] 
Aereosol Textured Module 43% [19] 
Screen printing Textured Module 42% [19] 
Screen printing Textured Module 42-45% [21] 
 
 
Screen-printed metal fingers have a usual variation of A down to about A/2 at locations where screen filaments 
cross the openings of the screen. For simulating screen-printed fingers, we choose a histogram of A containing two 
values, A0 and A0/2. Now let us apply such inhomogeneous fingers to a scenario intended for saving silver. The 
insets in Fig. 7 show the simulated efficiency in dependence of a homogeneous A as in Fig, 4, with the variation in A 
as shaded area. The dots indicate the thousand simulated Jsc and FF values in dependence of A for two different A0 
values: one at the optimum A0 = 800 μm2, the other two at the sub-optimal A0 = 600 μm2. Note that the spread in FF 
is wider with 4 instead of 5 bus bars. However, it is important to note that the extension of each data cloud is about 
ten times smaller than is commonly observed in mass production, where 50% of Jsc,FF-values lie in a range of about 
ǻFF = 0.2 and ǻJsc = 0.2 mA/cm2. In the simulation, the variation in FF is only insignificantly enhanced if the A-
histogram is filled between A0 and A0/2. As long as A does not vary below A0/2, it implies that the inhomogeneity 
within each metal finger has a far smaller impact on efficiency spread than the process stability (variations of fingers 
from cell to cell over long production times) and other variations affecting FF and Jsc like contact resistivity, front 
surface passivation etc. [1]. This also means that saving silver by choosing a sub-optimal A0 causes a rather modest 
Figure 6. The short-circuit current vs. the fill factor of thousand 
simulations with the given percentage of failure segments, which 
have a cross-sectional area A = 10 μm2 instead of 800 μm2. 
Figure 5. The simulation domain of the three-dimensional device simulation 
(smallest rectangle), and of the SPICE simulation with homogeneous fingers 
(larger rectangle). For inhomogeneous fingers, the whole cell must be 
included into the SPICE simulation. Not drawn to scale. 
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additional scattering of fabricated efficiency values. Which suboptimal A0-value is best depends mainly on the cost 
of silver and on the minimum tolerable efficiency level. It may be – at times – smaller than 600 μm2. For a fine 
example of simulations see Ref. [2]. 
 
5. Requirements in near future 
The choice of a sub-optimal A0 needs to be taken into account when predicting targets of A for the near future. 
The target depends on the number of bus bars, as we saw in Figs. 4 and 7, and on the number of fingers, as we saw 
in Fig. 1. In standard mass production, improvements in efficiency will necessitate a lower emitter saturation current 
J0 which, in turn, implies an increase in its sheet resistivity ȡsh (assuming that the junction depth cannot be made 
significantly deeper with low-cost approaches). PERL cells that held the world record efficiency for decades [22] 
had an emitter with ȡsh = 194 :/sq due to a deep junction and a finger pitch near 1 mm. If ȡsh were made higher by 
further lowering the dopant density at the surface, the amount of surface recombination would have started to 
increase again due to an increase in minority carrier density and a comparable slow decrease in surface 
recombination velocity. Our simulations show that with shallow junctions as in low-cost approaches, it will still not 
be necessary in future cell design to increase the number of fingers considerably above about 155 (equivalent to a 
finger pitch of about 1 mm) when having five bus bars. Even if a multi-bus bar approach is taken, it will still be 
better to keep the number of fingers limited to near 155 to avoid shading compared to the little savings on resistive 
losses. Remember from Sec. 2 that the number of fingers will be mostly determined by the emitter and not by other 
geometries of the metallization. This makes predicting a desirable target for A reliable. Fig. 8 shows the simulated 
cell efficiency in dependence of A for 155 homogeneous fingers, respectively (for a physical explanation, see 
discussion of Fig. 4). Remembering from the previous section that finger inhomogeneity has a relatively small 
impact on cell efficiency, it becomes apparent in Fig. 8 that the target is A | 300 μm2 and definitely not far below in 
case of five bus bars. Having six or seven bus bars would not change this target value significantly, only a multi-bus 
bar approach would do so. 
Figure 7. One thousand simulations each of screen-printed fingers whose cross-sectional area A is smaller in the given percentage of 
segments due to filaments crossing the openings of the screen. Left: a sub-optimal A for saving silver with 4 and 5 bus bars; right: an 
optimal A with 5 bus bars. The insets show the simulated cell efficiency in dependence of A as in Fig. 4. 
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Finally, let us look at the trends in recent years. Fig. 9 shows our literature collection as filled symbols [16,17,23-
34]. We do not aim at completeness, but still a steady trend is apparent, indicated by arrows along the screen printed 
values and along the double printed values. The red circle indicates the approximate range of present-day screen-
printing in mass production. The circled values indicate what is presently possible, as communicated by paste 
manufactures at the Workshop [35-38]. The three dashed lines indicate circular plating starting from a 5, 10, or 15 
μm wide seed finger. In order to make the values achieved with plating directly comparable to screen-printing and 
other printing techniques, the width of plated fingers is plotted smaller than in reality to account for the smaller fopt 
of plated fingers, i.e. the width is reduced by the factor fopt(plating)/fopt(screen-printed) = 32%/42% = 0.762 
according to Table 1. Furthermore, A of plated fingers is plotted larger than reality to account for the lower metal 
resistivity of plated fingers compared to screen-printing, i.e. by the factor ȡ(plating)/ȡ(screen-printing) = 3.5 
μ:cm/2.5 μ:cm = 1.4. Note that screen-printing, double printing and stencil printing all move closer towards the 
three dashed lines representing circular plating. Other printing techniques indicated by various symbols blend in. 
Thinking of A | 300 μm2 as target, device physics (in particular of the emitter) does not give a compelling reason for 
introducing plating. Hence, it is likely that plating will only be introduced if there is an economic pain for the 
standard printing techniques, e.g. from a high silver price. Even when thinking of a multi-bus bar approach, 
homogeneity of the fingers (as achieved with plating) is not a big advantage; even some interrupted fingers per cell 
will not affect cell efficiency significantly, so the traditional printing techniques may be well suited if they can 
realize about 30 μm wide fingers. While Ref. [39] predicts that the PERC cell design will be the moving target in 
mass production for some time to come, our present paper predicts that screen-printing will be the moving target in 
metallization for some time to come. This is so regardless whether module interconnects stay with about 5 bus bars 
or change to multi-bus bar designs. Mainly economic pain due to high silver prices may favor a transition to (near) 
silver-free printing techniques. 
6. Conclusions 
The model for inhomogeneous front metal fingers developed here can be applied to a wide range of phenomena 
and can provide a quantitative basis for desirable targets in cell design and for road maps. The model allows us to 
calculate the sub-optimum cross-sectional area A of front metal fingers to save silver but still to keep the spread of 
fabricated efficiency values sufficiently tight. A near future target of A | 300 μm2 is derived from a combination of 
both modeling and a literature collection of metallization data. It suggests that screen-printing will be the moving 
Figure 8. Simulated cell efficiency vs. homogeneous cross-
sectional finger area A for the screen-printed finger that is 
circled in Fig. 9, and for a target finger in near future, 
indicated by the empty symbol in Fig. 9. 
Figure 9. Literature values of recent years [16,17,23-34] of width and cross-
sectional area A of metal fingers printed with the indicated printing techniques. 
The red circle indicates the approximate range of present manufacturing of 
screen-printed fingers. Circled symbols indicate state-of-the-art values [35-38]. 
The trends over recent years are indicated by the arrows. The numbers indicate the 
curvature parameter a in Eq. (1). 
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target in metallization for some time to come, and mainly economic pain from a high silver price (and not device 
physics) may favor a transition to (near) silver-free techniques. 
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